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Abstract
Most work on predicate clefts seems to presuppose the implication that if a language shows verb doubling when the verb alone is fronted it also shows verb doubling when the verb is fronted together with its internal argument(s). In this paper, I present data from Asante Twi, where the verb is doubled in the former case but there is *do-*support in the latter instead. I argue that the patterns can be accounted for by varying orders of the operations Chain Reduction (CR) and Head-to-Head Movement (HHM) at PF. CR may either bleed HHM, giving rise to consistent *do-*support (as in German) or counterbleed it, leading to consistent verb doubling (as in Hebrew). The Asante Twi pattern then is a result of neutralisation due to the inability of Ā-head movement to form chains. The account provides a unified analysis of verb doubling and *do-*support in predicate clefts, which derives all attested patterns to the exclusion of the unattested reverse Asante Twi pattern.

1. The issue

The Asante Twi dialect of Akan, a Kwa language spoken in Ghana, has a verbal focus construction where two copies of the main verb are overtly realised: one clause-initially and the other in its base position. This construction, also often termed *predicate cleft* (though see Aboh 2006), is quite common in West African languages (e.g. Vata and Nweh, Koopman 1984, 1997; Yoruba, Manfredi 1993; Gungbe, Aboh 1998, 2006; Tuki, Biloa 1997; Buli, Hiraiwa 2005; Ewegbe, Ameka 1992; Gã, Kropp Dakubu 2005; to name only a few). Furthermore, it is also attested in languages outside of Africa (e.g. Hebrew, Landau 2006; Yiddish, ...
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Predicate clefts in Asante Twi show an interesting asymmetry. Consider the sentences in (1) (tones will generally not be marked throughout this article unless stated otherwise).

(1)  

a. Sí-(é) na Kofí á-sí/*á-ýó dán.
   build-NMLZ FOC Kofi prf-build/prf-do house
   ‘Kofi has built a house.’

b. Dán sí-é na Kofí *á-sí/á-ýó
   house build-NMLZ FOC Kofi prf-build/prf-do
   ‘Kofi has built a house.’

c. Kofí á-sí dán.
   Kofi prf-build house
   ‘Kofi has built a house.’

d. Dán na Kofí á-sí.
   house FOC Kofi prf-build
   ‘It is a house that Kofi has built.’

Examples (1a, b) are both predicate cleft constructions where a (nominalised) verbal constituent – the verb alone (1a) or the verb with its internal argument (1b) – appears in focus position. As in many other West African languages, there are two copies of the main verb in (1a), one of them fronted and nominalised/non-finite, the other in its base position and finite. In (1b), on the other hand, the finite copy of the main verb is replaced by a dummy verb $y\circ$ (translatable as ‘do’), while the only copy of the main verb appears in the fronted nominalised object-verb complex. The data in (1c, d) provide examples of a standard transitive sentence exemplifying the basic SVO word order and a standard object focus construction, respectively.

This kind of asymmetry is unexpected both conceptually and typologically. If verb doubling is necessary and possible because the tense and aspect features

---

1 Nominalisation is obligatory with focussed verb phrases while it is optional with focussed bare verbs. This difference, however, is not tied to the choice of $y\circ$ vs. main verb in base position: $y\circ$ is ungrammatical with a fronted bare verb, be it nominalised or not. Likewise, a fronted non-nominalised verb phrase is ungrammatical, irrespective of whether there is $y\circ$ or a copy of the main verb in base position.
need a host in order to be spelled out (see Landau 2006), then why is it not used with VP focus? Likewise, if a strategy like do-support exists as a Last Resort in the language to avoid violation of a constraint against stray affixes (the Stray Affix Filter, Lasnik 1981) when the VP is fronted, why is it not used with bare V fronting? In other words, one would expect the language to be symmetric in using only one repair mechanism for the two similarly illicit structural configurations rather than having a different one for each of them. Typologically, this expectation seems to be met: Each of the languages discussed in the literature on predicate clefts instantiates verb doubling in V fronting and VP fronting, if both types of fronting are available. A prime example of such a language with symmetric verb doubling is Hebrew (2).

(2) a. *Liknot, hi kanta et ha-praxim.*
   buy.INF she buy.PST ACC DEF-flowers
   ‘As for buying, she bought the flowers.’

b. *Liknot et ha-praxim, hi kanta.*
   buy.INF ACC DEF-flowers she buy.PST
   ‘As for buying the flowers, she bought (them).’ (Landau 2006: 37)

In Hebrew, the main verb is doubled when a verbal constituent appears clause initially, irrespective of whether this constituent is a bare verb (2a) or a verb phrase (2b).

The Asante Twi data raise two questions, one typological and the other theoretical: (i) If do-support and verb doubling are two legitimate strategies to deal with displaced predicates in one and the same language as evidenced by Asante Twi, are there languages that instantiate its mirror image, namely exhibiting do-support with V fronting and verb doubling with VP fronting, and (ii) can the attested asymmetric and symmetric patterns be derived under Minimalist assumptions about syntax and PF, and if yes, how?

The first question may be answered negatively. To the best of my knowledge, there are no languages that show verb doubling in VP fronting contexts but do-support with V fronting. The attested patterns are shown in (3).

---

Also, I will have nothing to say about the different order of verb and object in a nominalised vs. verbal VP (OV vs. standard VO) as this issue is orthogonal to the questions pursued in this paper.
(3) \textit{Attested repair strategy patterns in predicate displacement}

\begin{tabular}{l|l|l}
 & V fronting & \\
V doubling & do-support & \\
\hline
VP fronting & do-support & Asante Twi (German) \\
V doubling & & Hebrew \\
\end{tabular}

The remainder of the present article is an answer to the second question. After showing in section 2 that Asante Twi predicate clefs involve $\overline{A}$-movement, I argue in section 3 against an analysis with prosodically conditioned $\gamma\phi$ insertion as proposed for the phonologically and semantically similar element $\gamma\epsilon$ by Kandybowicz (2015). An analysis inspired by parallel chains is presented in section 4, which derives the attested patterns to the exclusion of the unattested one by means of the order of the operations Head-to-Head Movement (HHM) and Chain Reduction (CR), which are both taken to apply at PF. The analysis will be extended to languages that move V-$v/vP$ instead of V/VP in section 5 and to remnant VP/$vP$ movement as found in German and Polish in section 6. Section 7 summarises and concludes the paper.

A remark on terminology: I will use the terms (bare) V fronting and VP fronting to refer to surface configurations where a verb alone or respectively a verb and its internal argument(s) occur sentence-initially with a focus or topic interpretation, irrespective of whether the fronted constituent is syntactically a V-head or a complex V-$v$-head and a VP or a $vP$. The terms V(P) or $v$(P) movement will be used to denominate the actual syntactic constituents in displacement.

2. The syntactic structure of predicate clefs

2.1. Movement or base generation

There have been two main lines of syntactic analysis of predicate clefs in the literature: base generation and $\overline{A}$-movement. On the one hand, Cable (2004) argues that the fronted constituent in predicate clefs in Yiddish (and at least in some varieties of Brazilian Portuguese, see also Bastos-Gee 2009) must be base generated in a peripheral topic position rather than moved there from a

\footnote{On the pattern in German verb (phrase) topicalisation, see section 6.}
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clause-internal base position. (But it may then move to higher topic positions later on.)

On the other hand – building on Koopman (1984) – Landau (2006) and Vicente (2007, 2009) propose movement-based analyses for predicate cleft constructions in Hebrew and Spanish, respectively, where predicate cleft dependencies show the characteristics of A\textsuperscript{-}movement: they can cross finite clause boundaries and are sensitive to islands such as the wh-island, the complex NP island, the subject island, and the adjunct island (to varying degrees, at least in Hebrew). Also, Cable (2004) explicitly acknowledges that Hebrew predicate clefts most plausibly involve movement because no evidence in favour of a base generation approach can be found there.

In the case of Asante Twi, predicate clefts involve movement rather than base generation. There are two pieces of evidence in favour of this position. First, the dependency can cross finite clause boundaries (4) and is sensitive to islands such as wh-islands (5), complex NP islands (6), subject islands (7), relative clause islands (8), and adjunct islands (9).³

(4) a. Sí-(é) na Ama ká-a sé Kofi á-si dán.
   build-NMLZ FOC Ama say-pst COMP Kofi prf-build house
   ‘Ama said that Kofi has built a house.’
   b. Dán si-é na Ama ká-a sé Kofi á-yó.
       house build-NMLZ FOC Ama say.pst COMP Kofi prf-do
   ‘Ama said that Kofi has built A-HOUSE.’

(5) Wh-island
   a. *Sí-(é) na Ama bí-sá-a se dabén na Kofi sí-i
      build-NMLZ FOC Ama ask-pst COMP when FOC Kofi build-pst
dán.
       house
       ‘Ama asked when Kofi built a house.’

³This contradicts Saah & Goodluck (1995), who show that Asante Twi does not exhibit island effects in question formation, relativisation, and topicalisation. However, they only tested cases of A\textsuperscript{-}movement from argument positions, the island insensitivity of which is, as Korsah & Murphy (2015) argue, due to Asante Twi having obligatory overt resumption with animates and obligatory covert resumption with inanimates, where resumption can obviate island effects (Borer 1984). Consequently, verb doubling (and do-support) in Asante Twi cannot be treated on a par with resumption (i.e. as ‘verbal resumption’) because one would expect it to be insensitive to islands, too, contrary to fact.
b. *?Dán sí-é na Ama bíšá-a sɛ dabɛn na Kofi house build-nMLZ FOC Ama ask-pst comp when FOC Kofi yó-ɔɛ.
do-pst
‘Ama asked when Kofi built a house.’

(6) **Complex NP island**

PRF-build house
‘I didn’t hear any rumours that Kofi has built a house.’

b. *?Dán sí-é na mé-ñ-té-e atétésɛm bíárá house build-nMLZ FOC 1SG-NEG-hear-pst rumour.pl any sɛ Kofi á-yó comp Kofi PRF-do
‘I didn’t hear any rumours that Kofi has built a house.’

(7) **Subject island**

a. *Sí-(é) na sɛ Kofi á-si dán nó má-a Ama build-nMLZ FOC comp Kofi PRF-build house cd give-pst Ama ánì gyé-eɛ.
eye collect-pst
‘That Kofi has built a house made Ama happy.’

b. *Dán sí-é na sɛ Kofi á-yó nó má-a Ama ánì house build-nMLZ FOC comp Kofi PRF-do cd give Ama eye gye-eɛ.
collect
‘That Kofi has built a house made Ama happy.’

(8) **Relative clause island**

a. *Sí-(é) na Ama bíšá-a é-dá áá Kofi sí-i dán.
build-nMLZ FOC Ama ask-pst day REL Kofi build-pst house
‘Ama asked for the day that Kofi built a house.’

b. *?Dán sí-é na Ama bíšá-a édá áá Kofi yó-ɔɛ.
house build-nMLZ FOC Ama ask-pst day REL Kofi do-pst
‘Ama asked for the day that Kofi built a house.’
Adjunct island

build-NMLZ FOC Kofi drink water because 3.SG-PRF-build house
‘Kofi drinks water because he has BUILT a house.’

b. *?Dán si-é na Kofi nóm nsúó éssánsë ɔ-á-yó.
house build-NMLZ FOC Kofi drink water because 3.SG-PRF-do
‘Kofi drinks water because he has BUILT A HOUSE.’

Second, there are a number of TAM constructions and some morphosyntactic processes in Asante Twi that lead to tonal changes on the verb (Boadi 2008, Paster 2010). Among these changes is a process of low tone raising on verbs with underlying L tones. It is triggered in certain syntactic environments, all of which typically involve Ā-movement, like ex situ wh-questions (10b) and object focus (10c). It raises all L tones on the verb and attached aspectual (but not tense) affixes. The following examples illustrate this for the L toned verb di ‘eat’ and the L toned progressive aspect affix re- (10a).

Korsah & Murphy (2015) argue that L tone raising is not a specific property of the na-construction (contra Marfo 2005, Marfo & Bodomo 2005), as one might suspect from (10b, c), because it is also attested in relative clauses (11a) and affects every verb in a long-distance dependency, where only one instance of na is present (11b, c). Note that there also is a parallel process of H tone lowering affecting complementizers (HL) that are crossed by an Ā-dependency.

(10) a. Ama re-di bayéré
Ama PROG-eat yam
‘Ama is eating a yam.’

b. Déé n na Ama ré-dí?
what FOC Ama PROG-eat
‘What is Ama eating?’

c. Bayéré na Ama ré-dí.
yam FOC Ama PROG-eat
‘It is yam that Ama is eating.’

(11) a. [DP Bayéré nói [CP áa Ama ré-dí t̚i nó ]] da pónó nó só.
yam DEF REL Ama PROG-eat CD lie table DEF top
‘The yam that Ama is eating is on the table.’
b. [CP Kofi *nim* [CP sè Esi á-*ka* [CP sè Ama *di* bayéré. ]]]
   Kofi know COMP Esi PRF-say COMP Ama eat yam
   ‘Kofi knows that Esi has said that Ama eats yam.’

c. [CP Bayéré na Kofi *nimm* [CP sè Esi á-*ká* [CP sè Ama yam FOC Kofi know COMP Esi PRF-say COMP Ama *di* ]]]
   eat
   ‘It is yam that Kofi knows that Esi has said that Ama eats.’

Since tonal changes as reflexes of movement are well-attested cross-linguistically (Lahne 2008, Georgi 2014) and they are associated with verbs and complementizers (v and C) in Asante Twi thus corresponding to what are standardly assumed to be phase heads (Chomsky 2000, 2001), Korsah & Murphy (2015) analyse low tone raising on verbs in Asante Twi as a reflex of successive-cyclic A-movement through SpecvP. Crucially, this tonal change also occurs on the lower verb copy or yO and its aspectual affix in predicate cleft constructions (12).

(12) a. Dí na Ama *ré-dí* bayéré.
   eat FOC Ama PROG-eat yam
   ‘Ama is eating yam.’

   b. Bayéré *dí-é* na Ama *ré-yó*.
   yam eat-NMLZ FOC Ama PROG-do
   ‘It is eating yam that Ama does.’

If Korsah and Murphy’s analysis is on the right track, this means that these constructions involve an A-dependency, too.

What this section has shown is that predicate clefts in Asante Twi exhibit typical A-properties and thus lend themselves to an analysis in terms of movement rather than base generation.

2.2. Head movement or remnant movement
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& Dyakonova 2009, Bondaruk 2012, Müller 2014). Asante Twi shows no evidence for any VP/vP evacuating scrambling or licensing movements. This is illustrated in (13) for transitive and in (14) for ditransitive sentences. (13a) and (14a) exemplify the basic word order, whilst (13b) and (14b) show the ungrammaticality of object movement across the verb and across another object. I will thus take it as the most natural assumption to regard the fronted constituent in V fronting as a head.

Kofi prf-build house Kofi house prf-build
‘Kofi has built a house.’ ‘Kofi has built a house.’

(14) a. Kofi ma-a mmofrá nó křataá.
Kofi give-pst children det book
‘Kofi gave the children a book.’
b. *Kofi ma-a křataa mmofra no.
Kofi give-pst book children det.
‘Kofi gave a book to the children.’

2.3. V(P) or v(P)

The last question to be answered about the syntactic structure of predicate clefts in Asante Twi is about the size of the fronted category. As can be observed, no aspect marking appears on the fronted verb or verb phrase. This also holds for fronted bare verbs that are not nominalised. Overt aspectual marking even leads to ungrammaticality (15).

(15) (*Á-)Sí-(é) na Kofi á-sí dán.
(prf-)build-nmlz foc Kofi prf-build house
‘Kofi has BUILT a house.’

Under the assumption that aspect features are encoded on v, one can conclude that v is not part of the fronted constituent. Under the alternative assumption that aspect is a separate head, Kandybowicz (2015) argues for it to be above V but below v in the Asante Twi clause structure.4 Fronting of v(P) would

4Further support for Asp beneath v comes from the tonal movement reflex discussed above where a high tone is inserted when there is A-movement to SpecvP. Low toned aspectual affixes then undergo high tone overwriting while tense affixes do not. As Korsah & Murphy (2015) point out, this follows if Asp is lower in the structure than v and thus already present when the
then entail fronting of the aspect head predicting aspect marking to occur on
the fronted constituent, contrary to fact. Hence, under either assumption, the
fronted constituent in Asante Twi must be a V(P).  

3. **Ye-insertion is not ye-insertion**

In Asante Twi, there is a default verbal element ye\(^\text{6}\) which is phonologically
similar to ye and can also be translated as ‘do’ (and ‘make’ and ‘be’, among
others). This element has a curious distribution, obligatorily occurring in
simple past tense clauses with intransitive verbs (unergative and unaccusative)
(16a, b) and monotransitive simple past tense clauses where the object is moved
(16c) (examples from Kandybowicz 2015).

\[(16) \quad \begin{align*}
a. \quad \text{Kofi sa-a} & \quad *(ye). \\
& \quad \text{Kofi dance-pst} \quad ye \\
& \quad \text{‘Kofi danced.’} \\

b. \quad \text{Dua no shi-i} & \quad *(ye). \\
& \quad \text{tree DEF burn-pst} \quad ye \\
& \quad \text{‘The tree burned.’} \\

c. \quad \text{De n na Ama di-i} & \quad *(ye)? \\
& \quad \text{what FOC Ama eat-pst} \quad ye \\
& \quad \text{‘What did Ama eat?’}
\end{align*}\]

Kandybowicz (2015) analyses the occurrence of ye in these cases as prosodically
conditioned. Under the Match theory of syntactic-prosodic constituency
correspondence (Selkirk 2011), ye is inserted late as a Last Resort to avoid a
mapping of prosodically vacuous domains from empty syntactic Spell-Out
domains, which would violate his proposed constraint against prosodic vacuity.
The relevant Spell-Out domain here is AspP, which is, as Kandybowicz (2015)

\(^5\)Under the former assumption, this entails that complements of phase heads are allowed
to move, contrary to Abels (2003). If Abels were correct, one would expect that the VP as a
complement of the phase head v was not able to move to SpecCP alone but had to be fronted as
part of the larger vP or pied-pipe the v head. This, however, would leave the ungrammaticality
of aspect features in fronted position (15) unaccounted for. The issue does not arise under the
latter assumption, where the aspect head prevents VP from being the complement of v.

\(^6\)This element is also often pronounced (and written) as a suffix -\(\epsilon\) attached to the long vowel
of the verb in the past tense.
argues, the sister of the phase head $v$. $\nu E$ never occurs if the verb is marked for aspect because in this case the verb has only moved to Asp and hence the AspP is not empty. However, if a verb shows an overt past tense affix it has moved out of AspP to T and, in case it is intransitive, left behind a fully evacuated AspP which triggers $\nu E$-insertion (16a, b). In case the object of a transitive verb with an overt past tense affix has been moved away, too, $\nu E$ also occurs, because both the verb and the object have left AspP (16c).

Now let us consider predicate clefts. Since $\nu O$ is phonologically and semantically similar to $\nu E$, one might be tempted to treat them as variants of one and the same underlying element, which one might call $\nu E$, whose insertion is conditioned by prosodic vacuity, as proposed in Kandybowicz (2015). This is, however, not possible. As example (17) shows, $\nu O$ occurs in cases where the AspP is not empty but contains an overt aspectual affix. The constraint against prosodic vacuity not being violated here, insertion of $\nu E$ is unexpected and unexplained under the approach sketched above.

(17) Dán sí-é na Kofi ré-\nu yó.
    house build-NMLZ FOC Kofi prog-do
    ‘Kofi is building a house.’

One might argue that the aspect exponent in (17) is only inserted very late, as would be the case in Distributed Morphology, and that prosodically conditioned $\nu E$-insertion happens earlier, at a point where the AspP is still devoid of any phonological material. $\nu O$ might then be regarded as the affix-bearing allomorph of $\nu E$. But this would suggest that prosodic domains are created (and prosodic vacuity is determined) before vocabulary insertion into f-morphemes (roughly, functional heads) has taken place, i.e. before all the phonological material of a Spell-Out domain has been assembled. New phonological material, like the aspect affix, that becomes available only after construction of prosodic structure would have to be integrated into it, uneconomically requiring a second instance of prosodic structure creation.

In DM, the term ‘morpheme’ denotes a syntactic terminal node and its morphosyntactic feature bundle, not the phonological exponent of that node. Terminals for which there is no free choice as to Vocabulary Insertion, i.e. whose phonological realisation is solely determined by their morphosyntactic content are f-morphemes. L-morphemes, on the other hand, allow for a choice, i.e. they may be filled by Vocabulary Items that denote language specific concepts. The distinction is roughly that between functional and lexical heads (cf. Halle 1992, Embick 1997, Marantz 1997, Harley & Noyer 1998, 1999).
However, even if one adopts the Late Insertion account, this cannot be the whole story because there are instances of yɔ in Spell-Out domains that contain more than just affixal material. Consider the grammatical sentence in (18), which combines VP fronting with simple past tense, where Asp is empty and the verb moves to T (Kandybowicz 2015), and exhibits both ye and yɔ.

(18) Dán sí-e na Kofi yɔ-ɔ ye.
    house build-NMLZ FOC Kofi do-pst ye
    ‘Kofi built a house.’

According to an analysis that conflates ye and yɔ, both instances of the default verbal element should be triggered by the need to avoid prosodically empty Spell-Out domains. Ye is inserted upon Spell-Out of the first phase domain that is sent to PF, which is the sister of v, i.e. the empty AspP. Under standard assumptions about phases, the next domain that is spelled out is the TP which is the domain of the next phase head C. This domain, however, is not empty in the above example as it contains the subject which, as an l-morpheme, crucially must have undergone vocabulary insertion before prosodic domain construction (otherwise every syntactic domain would map onto an empty prosodic domain reducing the whole approach to absurdity). Nevertheless, yɔ is inserted, although this, crucially, does not happen to avoid a prosodically empty domain but rather to provide a host for the past tense affix. I thereby conclude that Kandybowicz (2015) conditions for ye-insertion are different from those of the phonologically and semantically similar element yɔ and that they therefore cannot be the same element.

Additionally, the asymmetric pattern of verb doubling with V fronting but do-support with VP fronting can also be found in Gã (and some other Kwa languages), which does not show instances of do-support (here realised by feé ‘do’) as a means to avoid prosodic vacuity.

(19) a. Kofi há gbékébí le shiká.
    Kofi give children DEF money
    ‘Kofi gave the children some money.’

    Kofi fut-dance do
    ‘Kofi will dance.’
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c. Há-(mɔ) (ni) Kofi há/*feé gbékébií lé shiká.
give-nMLZ FOC Kofi give/do children DEF money
‘Kofi GAVE the children some money.’
d. Gbékébií lé shiká há-mɔ (ni) Kofi *há/feé.
children DEF money give-nMLZ FOC Kofi give/do
‘Kofi GAVE the children some money.’

Example (19a) provides a regular declarative sentence with a ditransitive verb while (19b) shows that there is no do-support of any kind when a verb has moved to T leaving an empty AspP/vP behind. Examples (19c, d) exemplify a V fronting and VP fronting structure, respectively. If the occurrence of feé in VP fronting (19d) were due to a prosodic constraint against empty AspP/vP, then it should also occur in (19b), contrary to fact. In Gâ, do-support with VP fronting in the asymmetric pattern of verb doubling therefore cannot be governed by such a constraint.

This provides some further support for treating the asymmetric pattern in Asante Twi as a real and genuine phenomenon rather than an epiphenomenon resulting from the interaction of prosodically conditioned do-support and the AspP-emptying property of VP fronting.

4. An ordering analysis

4.1. Preliminaries

Under the Copy Theory of Movement, where movement is decomposed into the suboperations Copy and Merge and leaves a copy of the moved element in its base position (Chomsky 1993, 1995), verb doubling can be easily accounted for as being a consequence of Spell-Out of more than one copy of a moved element (Abels 2001, Nunes 2004). However, in the standard cases, only one link/copy in a movement chain is pronounced, namely the head of that chain, while the others are left unpronounced. Several attempts have been made to account for this (Brody 1995, Bobaljik 1995, Groat & O’Neill 1996, Pesetsky 1997, 1998), the most recent one by Nunes (2004). He proposes an operation of Chain Reduction that applies at PF and (in the standard case) deletes lower elements of a chain under phonological identity with the highest one. I will adopt his approach in the following insofar as I assume an operation Chain Reduction that applies to movement chains at PF and deletes lower copies. However, I
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reject the identity requirement and the economy conditions assumed for it. A chain consists of positions that are related by syntactic movement (chain links). Chain Reduction then simply deletes the elements that occupy the lower positions (copies) irrespective of whether they are identical to or a proper subset of the copy in the highest chain link.8

What is then the reason that the verb is spelled out two times in the predicate clefts above? The answer is that the verb actually moves twice in those constructions thereby creating two distinct parallel chains whose respective heads are spelled out while their shared tail is deleted (Aboh 2006, Collins & Essizewa 2007, Chomsky 2008, Kandybowicz 2008, Aboh & Dyakonova 2009). One movement is \( \Lambda \)-movement into SpecCP (either as a bare head or as part of the whole VP) in order to satisfy the focus feature on C and the other is head movement to \( v \) and/or \( T \).

As mentioned above, \( V \) fronting in Asante Twi seems to involve movement of a bare head rather than remnant movement. This kind of \( \Lambda \)-head movement into a specifier position has first been suggested by Koopman (1984) and, as Vicente (2007, 2009) shows, is not in conflict with current ideas about how movement works but rather is their logical extension. Since it shows all the characteristics of phrasal \( \Lambda \)-movement, I assume that Head-to-Spec Movement (HSM) works just like the former in that it is triggered by the same features and has to obey the standard constraints on movement (Minimal Link Condition, Phase Impenetrability Condition).

With regard to Head-to-Head Movement (HHM), on the other hand, I diverge from Vicente’s proposal. Going back to a suggestion by Chomsky (1995), many researchers have proposed accounts treating HHM as a PF operation rather than a syntactic one (cf. Brody 2000, Hale & Keyser 2002, Bury 2003, Harley 2004, Platzack 2013) mainly because it does not seem to have an effect on interpretation,9 but also because it poses some technical problems for syntactic theory (e.g. it violates the Extension condition). I will adopt their view of HHM.

---

8 Actually, for Nunes (2004) identity of copies must be restricted to identity of their phonological features ignoring their morphosyntactic ones. Otherwise, he would have to treat lower copies with unvalued morphosyntactic features, such as e.g. Case, as distinct from higher copies with the respective valued versions of these features. The way Nunes’ system is set up, morphosyntactically, lower copies are necessarily (proper) subsets of higher copies. This property is used in a Late Insertion approach to resolution of movement chains by Muñoz Pérez (2015) in order to overcome several flaws of Nunes’ original proposal.

9 Though see Lechner (2001, 2004, 2007) and Roberts (2010) for arguments that at least in some cases head movement affects interpretation at LF.
and further assume that PF-movement does not leave any copies (or traces) (Boeckx & Stjepanović 2001, Sauerland & Elbourne 2002).

4.2. The order of operations at PF

As a consequence, the two verbal movements now crucially happen on two derivationally separate levels, focus movement in (narrow) syntax and V-to-\(v/T\) movement at PF. Chain Reduction, as already mentioned, also applies at the level of PF. In the spirit of recent work concerned with timing of elementary operations (Müller 2009, Arregi & Nevins 2012, Georgi 2014, Murphy & Puškar 2015, Puškar 2015, Assmann et al. to appear), I propose that there is an order between these two PF operations that is invariable within a language but may vary across languages. This order gives rise to either the symmetric or asymmetric pattern of verb doubling in the following way. In VP fronting, if HHM applies before CR, V head-moves out of the lower VP copy thereby leaving the lower link of the VP-movement chain. Subsequent CR, which deletes the element in that position affects the remnant VP but it crucially cannot affect the V. Since CR only applies to the elements that occupy the lower positions in a movement chain and the V head has been moved out of this position to \(v/T\) prior to application of CR, it evades deletion. Hence, CR counterbleeds HHM in this order as CR would have deleted the element undergoing HHM had it applied earlier. Both the lower V copy and the one in the VP copy in SpecCP survive, which results in verb doubling. If the reverse order holds at PF, CR applies to the lower chain link of the VP chain first. The VP copy occupying this position is deleted and with it its constituents including the V head. Subsequent HHM cannot apply (or can only apply to \(v\)) since there is no V anymore. Therefore, CR bleeds HHM which gives rise to do insertion into \(v/T\) in order to provide a host for Spell-Out of the aspect/tense affix in these functional heads. In V fronting, however, CR cannot apply to the lowest V copy even when it applies before HHM. V fronting involves A-head movement of V to some specifier position, a movement step that cannot create a chain. If it did, this chain would violate the Chain Uniformity Condition (Chomsky 1995, van Craenenbroek 2010): Its lower link’s phrase structure status would be minimal but not maximal, that of its upper link would be both minimal and maximal while the Chain Uniformity Condition demands that a chain be uniform with regard to phrase structure status. If the movement created a chain, it would be illicit. However, since such movement exists (Koopman 1984,
Landau 2006, Vicente 2007, 2009), it cannot create a chain. Because there is no chain in V fronting, Chain Reduction cannot apply and HHM may move V to \( v/T \) unimpededly, which gives rise to verb doubling under either order. An overview of the interactions between the type of fronting and the order of operations at PF is given in the table in (20) with a language exhibiting each order.

(20) **Interaction of fronting type with order of PF operations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V fronting</th>
<th>VP fronting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HHM ( \gg ) CR</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR ( \gg ) HHM</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td><em>do-support</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In what follows, the relevant derivations will be discussed in more detail in a phase based model of syntax that takes \( v \) and C to be the only phase heads (Saddy 1991, Chomsky 2001, van Urk & Richards 2015). I will adopt the weak version of the Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001) where the domain of a phase is sent off to PF and thus becomes unavailable to further syntactic operations upon merge of the next higher phase head (i.e. C for the \( vP \) phase). This means that the VP is transferred to PF as soon as the C head is merged with the TP. In the case of the final CP, the domain is sent off upon completion of the phase. The head and edge of the CP phase are passed on to PF only after that. Due to the Phase Impenetrability Condition, in a phase based model of syntax, elements moving higher up in the clause need to do so successive-cyclically, passing through the respective phase heads’ specifiers. A focussed V/VP thus needs to first move to SpecvP where it leaves a copy, because upon merge of the C head, VP as the domain of \( vP \) is sent off to PF and becomes inaccessible for further syntactic movements.

4.3. CR applies before HHM: asymmetric verb doubling

In this subsection, I will be concerned with the order CR before HHM considering VP fronting first and V fronting after it. This order derives the asymmetric pattern as found in Asante Twi. The mechanics of the system as

\(^{10}\) For reasons of exposition and understandability, I will treat the moved constituent in Hebrew as V or VP although Landau (2006) convincingly argues that it is actually \( v \) and \( vP \). As will be discussed in section 5, the proposed system can be extended to \( v/vP \) movement making the same predictions as for V/VP movement.
well as some of its peculiartities will become clear throughout the following discussion. Linearisation applies after syntax, hence the given tree structures do not necessarily reflect surface linearity. The next subsection will subsequently consider the reverse order.

**VP fronting**  In the derivation of VP fronting, the VP ultimately has to arrive in SpecCP, a position which will only come into existence later. It is therefore first copied and moved to Spec\(v\)P in the syntactic module due to the PIC in order to escape the domain of the first phase head \(v\). When \(C\) is merged, this domain (i.e. the lower VP) is passed on to PF while the VP in Spec\(v\)P is copied and moved to SpecCP in the syntax. At PF, CR applies vacuously because only a trivial chain (i.e. one chain link) is present at the moment and HHM applies vacuously because there is no head that could serve as the target for HHM of \(V\). Upon completion of the CP phase, the TP is transferred to PF, which includes the VP copy in Spec\(v\)P and the target heads \(v\) and T for HHM (21a). The original VP domain of \(v\) is still present at PF. The third VP copy in SpecCP is not visible to CR at this point because it has not been transferred to PF yet. Since the VP copy in its base position occupies the lower link in the (PF visible) chain, it is deleted (indicated by striking out). The subject copy in Spec\(v\)P, by virtue of being the lower link in the subject movement chain, is deleted by CR, too. Subsequent HHM of \(V\) to \(v\) and T is impossible because the lower V copy, as a constituent of the lower VP, was deleted with it (21a). Only HHM of \(v\) to T can take place (solid lines). Recall that HHM does not leave any copies (indicated by parenthesis around the element in its position prior to movement). Next, the edge and head of the CP phase are transferred to PF containing the third VP chain link. CR deletes the VP copy in Spec\(v\)P which is now the lower link of the VP chain (21b). As there are no new target heads for HHM of the \(V\)-\(v\)-T complex in this cycle, subsequent HHM applies vacuously.
In order to enable Spell-Out of the aspect and tense affixes in $v$ and $T$, a dummy verb $do$ is inserted as a Last Resort. Hence, CR applying before HHM leads to $do$-support in VP fronting because the V head fails to evade deletion as part of the lower VP copy.

**V fronting**  In the case of V fronting, on its way to SpecCP, V is first moved to Spec$vP$ to remain syntactically available for a later stage of the derivation. Since this movement is $\bar{A}$-head movement in the syntactic module, CR cannot bleed HHM even though it applies before it. This is due to the nature of $\bar{A}$-head movement: Its first step relates a copy of a head in its base position, where it is minimal but not maximal, with a copy of that head in a specifier position, where it is both minimal and maximal. This movement does not create a chain since it would violate the Chain Uniformity Condition which demands that a chain be uniform with regard to phrase structure status. Therefore, when the V head is copied and moved to Spec$vP$ in syntax, no chain is established between the two V copies. Upon merge of the phase head $C$, VP is sent off to PF, where CR and HHM apply vacuously as mentioned above in the case of VP fronting. Next, V in Spec$vP$ is copied again and moved to SpecCP. Note that this movement step, in contrast to the first one, does create a chain since both the V copy in Spec$vP$ and that in SpecCP are minimal and maximal, i.e. are
uniform with regard to their phrase structure status. The CP phase is thus completed and its domain TP is sent off to PF. CR applies and does not delete anything except the lower copy of the subject (22a). Importantly, both V copies that are present at PF at this point are not linked to each other by a chain. Consequently, CR cannot delete the lower one, which is not part of any chain, because it only applies to chains, whereas it cannot delete the upper one, which is part of a chain, since the higher chain link is not visible to PF yet. Therefore, HHM can move the lowest V copy to \( \nu \) and on further to \( T \).

(22) **CR \( \mathfrak{1} \gg HHM \mathfrak{2} \) in V fronting: Verb doubling**

In the next step, when the third copy of V in SpecCP reaches PF, CR applies to the chain between it and the V copy in Spec\( \nu \)P, deleting the latter. HHM applies vacuously and the resulting structure contains two V copies, one in SpecCP and the other as part of the complex V-\( \nu \)-T head (22b). Hence, CR \( \gg HHM \) leads to *do*-support in VP fronting because V is deleted as part of the lower VP copy before it can move to \( \nu \), but results in verb doubling in V fronting because V is protected from deletion by the peculiar property of \( \bar{A} \)-head movement to not
from a chain in the first movement step. CR $\gg$ HHM thus derives a pattern of verb doubling which is exactly the asymmetric pattern found in Asante Twi.\(^\text{11}\)

4.4. HHM applies before CR: symmetric verb doubling

In this subsection, I will be concerned with the order HHM before CR and its consequences first with regard to VP fronting and second with regard to V fronting. As will be shown, the order leads to a symmetric pattern of verb doubling as found in Hebrew and actually most other languages that allow verb doubling as well as V and VP fronting. Since nothing of interest to the present issue happens within the VP step of the derivations, it will be omitted from the following discussions.

VP fronting  When the domain of CP, which contains two copies of VP in one movement chain, is passed on to PF, HHM applies before CR and moves V to $v$ and the resulting complex head to T. Recall that HHM does not leave any copies so there is no V anymore in the VP copy constituting the lower link of the movement chain. Subsequent CR applies to the chain that contains the VP copy in its base position and the VP copy in Spec$\nu$P. Since the VP copy in the base position occupies the lower link in the (PF visible) chain and is a subset of the VP copy in the higher chain link, it is deleted. The subject copy in Spec$\nu$P is

\(^{11}\)Kandybowicz (2015) argues that the verb in Asante Twi only moves on to T when the Asp head (here $v$) has a null realisation, otherwise it stops in $v$. The structures given here summarise over both possibilities always showing HHM of $V$-$v$ to T. For sentences where both aspect in $v$ and tense in T are overtly expressed (i) he argues that the subject stays in its base position.

(i) Ná Kofi á-si dán.
   PST Kofi prf-build house.
   ‘Kofi had built a house.’

As predicted by the analysis, these sentences show the same pattern like those that only express either tense or aspect overtly. V fronting triggers verb doubling (iia) while VP fronting requires do-support (iib).

(ii) a. Sí-(é) na Kofi á-si/*á-yó dán.
    build-NMLZ FOC Kofi prf-build/prf-do house
    ‘Kofi has build a house.’

b. Dán sí-é na Kofi *á-si/á-yó
    house build-NMLZ FOC Kofi prf-build/prf-do
    ‘Kofi has build a house.’
also deleted (23a). When the rest of the CP phase arrives at PF, HHM applies vacuously as there are no new target heads for HHM of the V-v-T complex in this cycle. CR, however, applies to the chain containing one VP copy in SpecvP and one in SpecCP deleting the former (23b).

\[ HHM \gg CR \text{ in VP fronting: Verb doubling} \]

\[ \text{The resulting structure contains two copies of the V head, one as the head of the VP copy in SpecCP, and the other as part of the complex V-v-T head. Thus, contrary to the reverse order, HHM} \gg CR \text{ leads to verb doubling rather than } do \text{-support in VP fronting because the V head can move to } v \text{ before the lower VP copy is deleted.} \]

**V fronting** In V fronting, where the verbal head undergoes \( \bar{A} \)-head movement in the syntactic module, CR cannot delete the lower V copy for two reasons. First, due to Chain Uniformity there is no chain between the V copy in its base position and the V copy in SpecvP. Second, HHM applies before CR. Hence, when the V copy in SpecvP is copied again, moved to SpecCP, and the TP is sent off to PF, first, HHM applies moving the lowest V copy to \( v \) and on to T. Next, CR applies and does not delete anything except for the lower copy of the subject (24a).\(^{12}\) Upon transfer of the CP’s edge and head, the higher

\(^{12}\)Note that even if there were a chain between the two V copies, CR applying after HHM could still not delete the lower one. This is due to chain links being defined as positions in the
link of the V chain in SpecCP becomes available. After vacuous application of HHM, CR deletes the lower V copy of the chain in SpecvP. The resulting structures in (23) and (24) each contain two copies of the verb, one as part of the complex V-ν-T head and another in SpecCP either as part of a fronted VP or as a bare head. The order HHM before CR thus derives the symmetric pattern of verb doubling with both V and VP fronting as found in Hebrew and various other verb doubling languages. It does so by moving out of the lower VP in VP fronting before it gets deleted. The lower V copy in V fronting is protected by the above-mentioned idiosyncracy of A-head movement.

(24) **HHM ① >> CR ② in V fronting: Verb doubling**

4.5. Interim summary and predictions

As the preceding sections showed, a simple ordering of Chain Reduction and Head-to-Head Movement at PF derives the two patterns of verb doubling manifested by Hebrew on the one side and Asante Twi on the other. If HHM structure that are related by movement. If HHM moves the lower V out of the position that is the lower chain link (i.e. sister of Obj/daughter of VP), CR will only detect one copy in the chain (the one in SpecvP) and deletion will not be triggered as it is not necessary.
applies before CR, establishing a counterbleeding relation as in Hebrew, the verbal head V evades deletion by CR because it moves away before the element in the relevant chain link can be deleted. The result is verb doubling. In Asante Twi, CR applies before HHM, establishing a bleeding relation. V is deleted before it can be moved elsewhere, resulting in do-support unless there is no movement chain to begin with. This is the case for the first step of A-head movement in V fronting where V survives CR by virtue of not being part of a chain. Subsequent HHM can apply to V and verb doubling results. The asymmetric pattern of verb doubling in Asante Twi therefore is a consequence of the language’s order of operations at PF and the idiosyncratic property of A-head movement to not form uniform chains in the first movement step.

Crucially, the reverse Asante Twi pattern, namely verb doubling in VP but do-support in V fronting is excluded by two independent principles of this proposal. First, due to the nature of A-head movement in V fronting, it is not possible for CR to delete the V in its base position. Therefore, whenever the verb itself has been moved in the syntax there will be two copies of it in the structure, one of which will be used to host inflectional affixes, obviating the need for any do-support. Second, even if the verb formed a chain with its copy in V fronting, CR would have to apply before HHM to derive do-support. However, this order of operations also leads to do-support in VP fronting deriving a language that shows do-support in both kinds of verbal fronting. Such a language is German, which uses remnant VP movement instead of A-head movement (den Besten & Webelhuth 1990, Grewendorf & Sabel 1994, Koopman 1997, Hinterhölzl 2002, Müller 2014) to front a verb without its arguments (25). Here, the lower verb copy within the evacuated VP remnant is part of the VP chain and may thus be affected by CR before it undergoes HHM to v/T.

\[ (25) \quad [_{VP} \ t_1 \ Lesen \ ]_2 \ tut \ sie \ [_{DP} \ Bücher \ ]_1 \ gern \ t_2. \]
\[ \quad \text{read-INF do.3SG she books gladly} \]
\[ \quad \text{‘She likes to read books (as opposed to e.g. writing them).’} \]

Before turning to remnant movement in section 6, the next section will introduce a modification of the present account that will allow it to be extended to cases of predicate fronting that involve V-v/vP instead of V/VP.
5. Extending the approach to V-\nu/\nu P movement: Entire phases at PF

As it stands, the proposed account derives the correct patterns for V/VP movement. However, as Landau (2006) convincingly argues, the constituent that is fronted in Hebrew verbal topicalisation is actually not V/VP but rather V-\nu/\nu P. Vicente (2007, 2009) shows that the same holds for Spanish predicate clefts. Both languages exhibit verb doubling in V fronting as well as VP fronting. This poses a problem for the ordering account: Copies are created only when an element is moved in the syntax but this element cannot be a complex V-\nu head because complex heads are created by HHM, which applies only after syntax at PF. If it is only the \nu that moves and leaves copies in the syntax, it remains puzzling why we get two tokens of the lexical verb.

In order to integrate V-\nu doubling into the ordering account, it is necessary to allow the output of HHM of V to \nu to serve as the input to syntax such that the whole complex head can be copied and moved. This is only possible if the entire phase is sent off to PF with its head and edge but not its domain accessible to further syntactic operations as argued for by Fox & Pesetsky (2003, 2005), Svenonius (2004, 2005), Fowlie (2010), Richards (2011) and Aelbrecht (2012). Under this premise, the entire phase would be transferred to PF upon completion. PF operations would apply and potentially alter the edge and head, e.g. creating a complex head. This altered edge/head could then be affected by further syntactic operations, e.g. movement. Crucially, though, V/VP movement and the effects that an order of PF operations has on it remain unaffected by this modification. The interaction of the different orders of PF operations with V-\nu/\nu P movement is the same as with V/VP movement: HHM before CR gives rise to symmetric verb doubling while the reverse order CR before HHM results in asymmetric verb doubling. The respective derivations will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.

5.1. HHM applies before CR: symmetric verb doubling

In this subsection, I will discuss the order HHM before CR first for the case of V fronting of a complex V-\nu head and thereafter for the case of VP fronting of a \nu P.

V fronting In V fronting of V-\nu, apart from raising of the subject to SpecTP no syntactic movement takes place before C enters the derivation. When C is
merged, the entire vP phase is sent to PF, where HHM moves V to v creating the complex head V-v (recall that HHM does not leave any copies). CR applies vacuously since the higher link of the subject movement chain is not yet visible at PF (26a). Next, the newly formed complex V-v head is copied and moved to SpecCP. Since this movement is Ā-head movement, it does not create a chain. The whole thus completed CP is transferred to PF, where first further HHM applies to the lower copy of the complex head moving and adjoining it to T. As there are no other movement chains, subsequent CR only applies to the subject chain deleting the lower copy and the derivation ends (26b).

(26) **HHM ① >> CR ② in V fronting of V-v: Verb doubling**

**VP fronting** In VP fronting where the fronted consituent is a vP, the first syntactic movement is that of the subject to SpecTP creating a chain. Afterwards, the C head is merged and triggers transfer of the entire vP phase to PF where V head-moves to v first. Subsequent CR applies vacuously (27a). Next, the whole vP still containing the lower link of the subject chain is copied and moved to SpecCP. Then the CP phase is sent to PF and HHM applies first moving the complex V-v head to T. Subsequent CR is now faced with a remnant movement configuration: The subject has been extracted out of the vP, which in turn has been moved above the subjects new position. Remnant movement is a perennial problem for the Copy Theory of Movement (Gärtner 1998) because
the copy of the extracted element contained in the higher copy of the remnant is no longer c-commanded by a higher copy of itself. It is, hence, not part of a chain and expected to evade deletion, which would result in it being phonetically realised, contrary to fact. Nunes (2004) proposes a solution that I will also adopt here. Chain links refer to positions in the tree filled by syntactic objects and Chain Reduction, upon inspecting a chain, determines which of its links are c-commanded by another link. It then proceeds to delete the elements in those links and identical elements in identical positions elsewhere in the tree. Therefore, when CR applies to the subject chain and identifies the lower link for deletion, i.e. the subject copy that is the sister of v′ and the daughter of vP, it not only deletes that copy but the identical copy in the identical configuration (sister of v′ and daughter of vP) in the higher vP as well. Application of CR to the vP chain leads to deletion of the lower vP copy (27b).

\[(27) \quad HHM \circled{1} \gg CR \circled{2} \text{ in VP fronting of } vP: \text{Verb doubling}\]

\[\text{a. } vP \quad \text{b. } CP\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{Subj} \\
V-v \\
(V) \text{ Obj}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Subj} \\
V-v \\
(V) \text{ Obj}
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
v' \\
vP \\
\text{Obj}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
v' \\
vP \\
\text{Obj}
\end{array}\]

\[\text{TP} \quad \text{TP}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{TP} \\
\text{TP}
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{Subj} \\
V-v \\
(T) \text{ vP}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Subj} \\
V-v \\
(T) \text{ vP}
\end{array}\]

The resulting structures in (26) and (27) both contain two copies of the V-v head, which manifests itself as verb doubling on the surface. Hence, the order HHM \(\gg CR\) leads to verb doubling in both V and VP fronting no matter whether the fronted constituent is V/VP or V-v/vP. Note, however, that movement of V-v to T is a necessary condition in order for verb doubling to occur in (27). If the lower copy of the complex head did not move to T,
it would be deleted as part of the lower vP leaving only the copy in SpecvP. In VP fronting where it is VP rather than the vP that moves, it is sufficient for the V head to move to v in order to evade deletion. This directly leads to the prediction that languages that do not have verb-to-T movement but nonetheless show fronting of vP do not exhibit verb doubling.

5.2. CR applies before HHM: asymmetric verb doubling

This subsection considers the order CR before HHM. I will treat V fronting of a complex V-v head first followed by VP fronting of a vP.

V fronting  In V fronting, after merge of C the vP phase is transferred to PF. As the higher copy of the subject chain is not visible yet and there are no other chains, CR applies vacuously. Subsequent HHM moves V to v creating V-v (28a). In syntax, this complex head A-head moves to SpecCP. Recall that this type of movement does not create a chain. Upon completion of CP, the whole phase is sent off to PF where, first, CR applies to the one existent chain deleting the lower copy of the subject followed by HHM of V-v to T (if the language has V to T movement) (28b). The resulting structure contains two copies of the complex V-v head resulting in verb doubling on the surface, as was the case for V movement under the same order.

(28) CR 1 >> HHM 2 in V fronting of V-v: Verb doubling

\[ \text{CR 1 >> HHM 2 in V fronting of V-v: Verb doubling} \]

- V-v, with vP
- CR applies before HHM
**VP fronting** In VP fronting there is do-support. The first movement that takes place is that of the subject to SpecTP. Upon merge of C, the vP phase is sent to PF where CR applies vacuously (since the higher subject copy is not visible yet) and subsequent HHM moves V to v (29a). Next, the vP is A-moved to SpecCP and the CP is transferred to PF. CR applies first and deletes the lower copy of the subject chain and the one in the higher copy of vP because it is in an identical position. Crucially, the lower copy of the vP chain is also deleted before HHM can move the complex head V-v out of it to T. Consequently, HHM applies vacuously. Then, in order to enable Spell-Out of the affix in T, do is inserted as a Last Resort (29b).

(29) \( CR \ 1 >> HHM \ 2 \) in VP fronting of vP: Do support

As with V/VP movement, the order CR >> HHM derives an asymmetric pattern of verb doubling with V-v/vP movement, too. Again, verb doubling only occurs in V fronting due to \( \bar{A} \)-head movement not creating a uniform chain in the first step while do-support is triggered in VP fronting contexts.

5.3. **Interim summary**

As shown in the previous sections, assuming that the entire phase is sent of to PF allows us to derive from the same orders of PF operations the same patterns of verb doubling for languages like Hebrew and Spanish where the fronted
constituent is V-ν/νP instead of V/VP. HHM >> CR gives rise to the symmetric pattern and CR >> HHM to the asymmetric pattern. Nothing changes under this assumption for the V/VP languages: They contain two copies of the moving V/VP in the νP phase already and at PF, HHM may save the V head by moving it to ν prior to deletion of VP under the order HHM >> CR resulting in verb doubling. If CR applies before HHM, the V inside the lower VP copy will be deleted before it can move to ν, resulting in do-support. In cases of V fronting, under both orders CR cannot apply to the lower V copy since it is not part of a (uniform) chain anyway giving rise to verb doubling. Hence, for languages that move V/VP like Asante Twi, the assumption that the entire phase is transferred to PF does not affect the relation between order of PF operations and the resulting verb doubling pattern.

6. Remnant VP/νP movement

In this section, I will discuss languages that make use of remnant VP or νP movement instead of A-head movement to front a single verb without its arguments. It is shown that due to the absence of A-head movement only symmetrical patterns arise. For such languages, the order CR >> HHM results in do-support in both VP fronting and V fronting contrary to languages that employ A-head movement where V fronting consistently leads to verb doubling. The reverse order HHM >> CR gives rise to symmetric verb doubling, just as it did for languages with A-head movement.

6.1. CR applies before HHM: do-support

As already hinted at in the table in (3) above, there are languages like German that exhibit the third logically possible pattern, namely do-support in both V and VP fronting as exemplified by the verbal topicalisations in (30a, b) respectively.

(30)  a. *Lesen*  *tut*  sie Bücher gern. (Aber schreiben nicht.)
read.INF do.3SG she books gladly (but write.INF not)
‘She likes to READ books. But she doesn’t like to write them.’

   b. Bücher *lesen*  *tut*  sie gern.
books read.INF do.3SG she gladly
‘She likes to READ BOOKS.’
In the present approach, *do*-support in VP fronting is a consequence of the order CR $\gg$ HHM at PF. Therefore, the derivation of the German example (30b) would proceed as illustrated in (29) in section 5.2. However, German V fronting cannot involve $\bar{A}$-head movement of V because this should result in verb doubling, contrary to fact, due to the special properties of the first step of that movement. Nevertheless, if German employed some other kind of movement that did not protect V from deletion by early CR, *do*-support would be the expected result. It has indeed been argued that German V fronting involves remnant VP movement (den Besten & Webelhuth 1990, Grewendorf & Sabel 1994, Koopman 1997, Hinterhölzl 2002, Müller 1998, 2014) rather than $\bar{A}$-head movement. Remnant VP movement under the order CR $\gg$ HHM gives rise to *do*-support in the following way.

In order to create a remnant VP, the object has to scramble out of it. There is considerable disagreement in the field about what kind of movement (if at all) scrambling actually is and which position(s) it targets (see Karimi 2005: for a recent overview). For the sake of explicitness, I will follow Hiraiwa (2010) who derives the condition in (31) from phase theory.

(31) **Condition on remnant movement** (Hiraiwa 2010: 135)
A remnant movement cannot apply when the operation that extracts $x$ from the remnant is a movement to the edge of a phase.

Since German allows remnant movement it follows from (31) that the remnant creating movement does not target a phase edge like Spec$vP$ or Spec$CP$. In the case of remnant VP movement, I thus conclude that the object scrambles to Spec$TP$. This movement does not violate the weak version of the PIC that is presumed in this paper. When T is merged, the domain VP of the phase head $v$ and thus the object is still accessible for syntactic operations because the next phase head C has not yet entered the tree. Turning back to the derivation, the object cannot first move to Spec$TP$ followed by movement of VP to Spec$vP$ as the latter step would violate the Extension Condition (Chomsky 1993, 1995). Therefore, first, the VP has to move to Spec$vP$ in order to be accessible for movement to Spec$CP$ later. Then, T is merged and attracts the subject and the object into its specifier. Upon merge of C, the entire $vP$ phase is then sent off to PF where CR deletes the lower VP copy. Subsequent HHM cannot move V to $v$ since there is no V in $v$’s c-command domain anymore (32a). In narrow syntax, the VP moves into the topic position in Spec$CP$. The complete CP is then
transferred to PF. CR applies and deletes the lower subject copy. Concerning the object and VP chains, CR is faced with the remnant movement configuration again: The object copy in the topicalised VP copy is not c-commanded by the object copy in SpecTP and thus not part of the object chain. However, it is in an identical position as the object copy in the lower link of the chain. CR therefore deletes both object copies that are sisters of V and daughters of VP. Also, the lower VP copy in SpecVP undergoes deletion. Subsequent HHM moves \( v \) to T and the resulting complex to C (V2 in German). Last Resort do insertion takes place to provide a host for the inflectional affixes in \( v \) and T (32b). Note that I abstract away from the head finality of V, \( v \), and T in German in order to keep the trees in line with the others in the paper for reasons of simplicity and comparability.

(32) \( CR \ 1 \gg HHM \ 2 \) in VP fronting of remnant VP: Do-support

The resulting structure contains only one copy of the lexical verb as the sole constituent of VP in SpecCP – which gives the illusion of a fronted bare head – and shows do-support lower in the clause.

The same result obtains when the fronted constituent is a remnant \( vP \). Again, the object moves to SpecTP just like the subject does. When C is merged, the
entire vP phase is sent off to PF. Within the vP there are no multiple copies of any constituent yet and HHM can move V to v after CR has applied vacuously (33a). In syntax, the vP is fronted to SpecCP. After transfer of the CP phase to PF, CR applies and deletes the copy in the lower link of each the subject chain and the object chain. Since for both subject and object there is a further copy in an identical position to that of the respective lower link (daughter of VP for the object, daughter of vP for the subject), namely the copy in the upper vP copy, that, too, gets deleted by CR. The lower copy of the vP itself also undergoes deletion. Therefore, subsequent HHM of the lower V-v head to T is impossible since the head has been deleted along with the vP copy and do-support takes place (33b).

(33) \( CR \ 1 \gg \ HHM \ 2 \) in VP fronting of remnant vP: Do-support

In both remnant VP movement and remnant vP movement, the order CR \( \gg \) HHM results in do-support just as it does with full VP/vP movement. Languages with this order that employ remnant movement instead of \( \bar{A} \)-head movement in V fronting thus show a symmetric pattern of do-support.
6.2. HHM applies before CR: verb doubling

If the order CR $\gg$ HHM with remnant VP movement leads to the same result of *do*-support as it does with standard VP movement, then the reverse order can be expected to give rise to verb doubling in remnant VP movement just as it does with full VP movement. This is indeed the case. First, the whole VP moves to SpecvP. Then, T is merged and attracts both the subject and the object. After merge of C, the vP is transferred to PF where HHM applies first moving V to v. CR subsequently deletes the whole lower VP copy since it occupies the lower link of the movement chain (34a). The upper VP is then copied again and moved to SpecCP in syntax. CP is sent off to PF and the complex head V-v is first moved to T before CR deletes the object copy in the lower chain link, the one in an identical position in the fronted VP, and the VP copy in SpecvP (34b). In the end, the structure contains two copies of V and thus shows verb doubling as expected.

(34) **HHM 1 $\gg$ CR 2 in VP fronting of remnant VP: Verb doubling**

The same holds in the case of remnant vP movement. In syntax, the object and the subject are moved to SpecTP. C is merged and the vP phase arrives at PF. HHM creates the complex head V-v, CR applies vacuously (35a). Next, the
whole vP raises to SpecCP and the CP phase is sent to PF. HHM applies first moving V-v out of vP to T. Subsequent CR deletes the subject and object copies that are daughters of vP and VP, respectively, and the entire lower vP copy. Eventually, two copies of V-v survive, one in the vP in SpecCP and the other as part of the complex V-v-T head which gives a surface pattern of verb doubling (35b).\textsuperscript{13}

(35) \textit{HHM 1} \Rightarrow \textit{CR 2} in VP fronting of remnant vP: Verb doubling

\begin{enumerate}
\item\textit{a. }\vP
\item\textit{b. }\CP
\end{enumerate}

A language that exemplifies the above is Polish, which shows verb doubling in both V and VP fronting contexts (36).

(36) \textit{a. }Wypić (to) Marek \textit{wypije} herbatę, ale \textit{nie wypije} drink.QPF TO Marek \textit{drink.QFUT} tea \textit{but not drink.QFUT}
\textit{kawę.}
\textit{coffee}
\‘As for drinking, Marek will drink tea, but he will not drink coffee.’

\textsuperscript{13}Note that, analogous to full vP movement, verb doubling is predicted not to occur if the V-v complex does not move to T and hence is deleted along with the lower vP copy. Therefore, HHM \Rightarrow CR does not lead to verb doubling in languages that move a vP in VP fronting structures and a remnant vP in V fronting structures.
Verb doubling and the order of operations at PF

According to Bondaruk (2009, 2012), V fronting involves remnant movement rather than Ā-head movement in Polish because the language has independently available scrambling movement of the object. Furthermore, the fronted category is claimed to be a (remnant) vP rather than a (remnant) VP, since the two verb copies have to agree with regard to their aspectual specification, which is assumed to be hosted on v.

7. Summary and conclusions

As I have shown in this paper, the answer to the second question in section 1, whether the attested asymmetric and symmetric patterns of verb doubling vs. *do*-support can be derived under Minimalist assumptions about syntax and PF, is yes. This is achieved by introducing a strict language-specific order between Chain Reduction and Head-to-Head Movement at PF. The account is able to derive a language’s pattern from two of its properties: (i) the order of operations at PF and (ii) whether it has Ā-head movement or remnant movement in V fronting structures. Whether the fronted constituent is V(P) or v(P) has no influence on the pattern. With the exception of languages that have no V-to-T movement and front (remnant) vPs rather than (remnant) VPs, the order HHM $\gg$ CR leads to verb doubling no matter the type of movement (Ā-head, VP/vP, or remnant VP/vP). In contrast, the reverse order CR $\gg$ HHM gives rise to *do*-support for both VP/vP and remnant VP/vP movement but to verb doubling for Ā-head movement. The effect of the order of operations is thus neutralised by this kind of movement. The reason is that it does not create a chain that early Chain Reduction could apply to because such a chain is precluded by the Chain Uniformity Condition (Chomsky 1995). A summary of the influence of the order of operations at PF and the moved constituent on the repair strategy is given in (37).
Repair strategy depending on order of operations and constituency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Consituent</th>
<th>Order of PF operations</th>
<th>HHM &gt;&gt; CR</th>
<th>CR &gt;&gt; HHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP fronting</td>
<td>complete VP/νPνP</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td>do-support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V fronting</td>
<td>remnant VP/νPνP</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td>do-support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bare V/V-ν</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td>verb doubling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning back to Asante Twi predicate clefts, their asymmetric pattern of verb doubling is not so puzzling anymore. It is simply the result of Asante Twi’s underlying order of PF operations CR >> HHM and its use of A-head movement. This order generally results in do-support, which is why Asante Twi shows yɔ insertion in VP clefts. Nevertheless, the effect of the order is neutralised by A-head movement in favour of verb doubling, which is why Asante Twi pronounces two verb copies in bare V clefts. This pattern falls out from the proposed analysis just as naturally as the symmetric patterns of Hebrew, German, and Polish do.

Furthermore, a language with a pattern of do-support in V fronting and verb doubling in VP fronting has not yet been found. The account predicts this typological gap because the pattern is impossible to derive. In order to show verb doubling in VP fronting, a language would have to have the order HHM >> CR (and possibly also V-to-T movement). However, as mentioned above, this order results in verb doubling for V fronting, too, independent of whether it involves A-head movement or remnant movement. The analysis thus not only accounts for the Asante Twi predicate clefts but also for the typology of verb doubling in predicate fronting by deriving all and only the three attested patterns to the exclusion of the unattested one. Moreover, it does so with recourse to minimalist proposals about phrase structure and movement that have independently been argued for in the literature.
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